A new page in a wiki structure doesn't inherit categ perms from structure parent but only object perms (unexpected for intranet type of sections of wiki structures)

Quick sensation in a production site of mine:

A new page in a wiki structure doesn't inherit categ perms from structure parent but only object perms (unexpected for intranet type of sections of wiki structures)

It does inherit permissions from the parent when local permissions are applied to the parent wiki page. However, in my opinion, category permissions (when there are no object permissions but category permissions) should be either applied by default to the new child page from the parent in the structure,
or at least offer/warn the user about it with a checkbox for the user to select to copy categ.
permissions also.
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I agree and even more ! (smile)

IMO, when creating a child from a structure it should received all attributes from the parent page (perm, cat, properties, etc).
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